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About This Software
Browse & view VR experiences, or create your own with a full-featured editor! Using an inventory of basic objects, you're free
to create whatever comes to mind. A set of scenes to play out in time with a particular song? A roller-coaster? Maybe something
a bit more abstract. Start creating right away, or kick back and enjoy unique worlds brought to life around you by viewing
shared Tunescapes! Includes an in-app music player, with a separate audio track for the animation timeline.
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Title: Tunescape
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Tunescape LLC
Publisher:
Tunescape LLC
Release Date: 23 Jan, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: 10
Processor: Intel i-5500 or equivalent
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or equivalent
Storage: 380 MB available space

English
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Using same review for all Zup games.
-----------------------------------Main reason to get, make your profile look better with the many differently designed achievements.
Very cheap and would highly recommend when in bundle.
Loads of achievements for the achievement hunters.
Can be fun to play but games are not very long because of easy puzzles.
Heard that there is a Zup 5 in greenlight.
If they can make some original achievements fair enough but as a steam user that wishes we have something like a gamerscore
like with the Xbox, games like this would not exist on steam.
(but would probs still get if very cheap)
. Paradox, do you even know what patch updates are anymore?. "Do not play this game, Victor. This is sad trash.". Great start
into early access! I played a bunch when I got it through a drm-free bundle a few weeks ago. Super stoked it got on Steam so
quickly!
My only complaint is it just needs a little optimizing, runs great on my new mac but I tried it out on an older one and it was a
little slow, still playable though.
Looking forward to franchises!. Fun game for $0.99, neat puzzles. Definitely reccomend.
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A solid game for the approximately 2 UKP I paid for it. However a word of caution: if you suffer for motion-sickness the fixed
perspective on the ship and spinning landscape will eventually start making you feel nauseous. This is why, unfortunately, I can
only comment on the first level.. It's definetely one of best VR games with bow mechanics. Headshots are juicy. The setting is a
bit silly, but it's matter of flavour I guess.. Better than Jump Force :\/. Magical Flying Lolis With Laser Guns: The Movie: The
Game.. Excellent doujin horizontal shmup with beautiful graphics,extremely detailed sprites and flawless controls.. The DLC
adds to the base game. If you like GC3 it's a must buy.
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